A
Asceticism
If ever that rarer sort of romantic love, which was
the truth that sustained the Troubadours, falls out
of fashion and is treated as fiction, we may see some
such misunderstanding as that of the modern world
about asceticism. For it seems conceivable that some
barbarians might try to destroy chivalry in love, as
the barbarians ruling in Berlin destroyed chivalry in
war. [World War I had just ended.] If that were ever so,
we should have the same sort of unintelligent sneers
and unimaginative questions. Men will ask what selfish sort of woman it must have been who ruthlessly
exacted tribute in the form of flowers, or what an avaricious creature she can have been to demand solid
gold in the form of a ring; just as they ask what cruel
kind of God can have demanded sacrifice and self-denial. They will have lost the clue to all that lovers have
meant by love; and will not understand that it was
because the thing was not demanded that it was done.
But whether or not any such lesser things will throw a
light on the greater, it is utterly useless to study a great
thing like the Franciscan movement while remaining
in the modern mood that murmurs against gloomy
asceticism. The whole point about St. Francis of Assisi
is that he certainly was ascetical and he certainly was
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not gloomy. As soon as ever he had been unhorsed by
the glorious humiliation of his vision of dependence on
the divine love, he flung himself into fasting and vigil
exactly as he had flung himself furiously into battle.
He had wheeled his charger clean round, but there
was no halt or check in the thundering impetuosity of
his charge. There was nothing negative about it; it was
not a regimen or a stoical simplicity of life. It was not
self-denial merely in the sense of self-control. It was
as positive as a passion; it had all the air of being as
positive as a pleasure. He devoured fasting as a man
devours food. He plunged after poverty as men have
dug madly for gold. And it is precisely the positive and
passionate quality of this part of his personality that
is a challenge to the modern mind in the whole problem of the pursuit of pleasure. There undeniably is the
historical fact; and there attached to it is another moral
fact almost as undeniable. It is certain that he held on
this heroic or unnatural course from the moment when
he went forth in his hair-shirt into the winter woods to
the moment when he desired even in his death agony
to lie bare upon the bare ground, to prove that he had
and that he was nothing. And we can say, with almost
as deep a certainty, that the stars which passed above
that gaunt and wasted corpse stark upon the rocky
floor had for once, in all their shining cycles round
the world of laboring humanity, looked down upon a
happy man.

B
Bethlehem
This sketch of the human story began in a cave; the
cave which popular science associates with the caveman and in which practical discovery has really found
archaic drawings of animals. The second half of human
history, which was like a new creation of the world,
also begins in a cave. There is even a shadow of such a
fancy in the fact that animals were again present; for it
was a cave used as a stable by the mountaineers of the
uplands about Bethlehem; who still drive their cattle
into such holes and caverns at night. It was here that
a homeless couple had crept underground with the
cattle when the doors of the crowded caravanserai had
been shut in their faces; and it was here beneath the
very feet of the passers-by, in a cellar under the very
floor of the world, that Jesus Christ was born. But in
that second creation there was indeed something symbolical in the roots of the primeval rock or the horns of
the prehistoric herd. God also was a Cave-Man, and
had also traced strange shapes of creatures, curiously
colored, upon the wall of the world; but the pictures
that he made had come to life.
A mass of legend and literature, which increases
and will never end, has repeated and rung the changes
on that single paradox; that the hands that had made
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the sun and stars were too small to reach the huge
heads of the cattle. Upon this paradox, we might
almost say upon this jest, all the literature of our
faith is founded. It is at least like a jest in this, that
it is something which the scientific critic cannot see.
He laboriously explains the difficulty which we have
always defiantly and almost derisively exaggerated;
and mildly condemns as improbable something that
we have almost madly exalted as incredible; as something that would be much too good to be true, except
that it is true. When that contrast between the cosmic
creation and the little local infancy has been repeated,
reiterated, underlined, emphasized, exulted in, sung,
shouted, roared, not to say howled, in a hundred thousand hymns, carols, rhymes, rituals, pictures, poems,
and popular sermons, it may be suggested that we
hardly need a higher critic to draw our attention to
something a little odd about it; especially one of the
sort that seems to take a long time to see a joke, even
his own joke. But about this contrast and combination of ideas one thing may be said here, because it
is relevant to the whole thesis of this book. The sort
of modern critic of whom I speak is generally much
impressed with the importance of education in life and
the importance of psychology in education. That sort of
man is never tired of telling us that first impressions fix
character by the law of causation; and he will become
quite nervous if a child’s visual sense is poisoned by
the wrong colors on a golliwog or his nervous system
prematurely shaken by a cacophonous rattle. Yet he
will think us very narrow-minded, if we say that this is
exactly why there really is a difference between being
brought up as a Christian and being brought up as a
Jew or a Muslim or an atheist. The difference is that
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every Catholic child has learned from pictures, and
even every Protestant child from stories, this incredible
combination of contrasted ideas as one of the very first
impressions on his mind. It is not merely a theological difference. It is a psychological difference which
can outlast any theologies. It really is, as that sort of
scientist loves to say about anything, incurable. Any
agnostic or atheist whose childhood has known a real
Christmas has ever afterwards, whether he likes it or
not, an association in his mind between two ideas that
most of mankind must regard as remote from each
other; the idea of a baby and the idea of unknown
strength that sustains the stars. His instincts and imagination can still connect them, when his reason can no
longer see the need of the connection; for him there
will always be some savor of religion about the mere
picture of a mother and a baby; some hint of mercy
and softening about the mere mention of the dreadful
name of God. But the two ideas are not naturally or
necessarily combined. They would not be necessarily
combined for an ancient Greek . . . even for Aristotle.
It is no more inevitable to connect God with an infant
than to connect gravitation with a kitten. It has been
created in our minds by Christmas because we are
Christians, because we are psychological Christians
even when we are not theological ones. In other words,
this combination of ideas has emphatically, in the much
disputed phrase, altered human nature. There is really
a difference between the man who knows it and the
man who does not. It may not be a difference of moral
worth, for the Muslim or the Jew might be worthier
according to his lights; but it is a plain fact about the
crossing of two particular lights, the conjunction of
two stars in our particular horoscope. Omnipotence
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and impotence, or divinity and infancy, do definitely
make a sort of epigram which a million repetitions
cannot turn into a platitude. It is not unreasonable to
call it unique. Bethlehem is emphatically a place where
extremes meet.
Here begins, it is needless to say, another mighty
influence for the humanization of Christendom. If the
world wanted what is called a non-controversial aspect
of Christianity, it would probably select Christmas.
Yet it is obviously bound up with what is supposed
to be a controversial aspect (I could never at any stage
of my opinions imagine why); the respect paid to the
Blessed Virgin. When I was a boy a more Puritan generation objected to a statue upon my parish church
representing the Virgin and Child. After much controversy, they compromised by taking away the Child.
One would think that this was even more corrupted
with Mariolatry, unless the mother was counted less
dangerous when deprived of a sort of weapon. But the
practical difficulty is also a parable. You cannot chip
away the statue of a mother from all round that of a
new-born child. You cannot suspend the newborn child
in mid-air; indeed you cannot really have a statue of
a newborn child at all. Similarly, you cannot suspend
the idea of a newborn child in the void or think of him
without thinking of his mother. You cannot visit the
child without visiting the mother; you cannot in common human life approach the child except through the
mother. If we are to think of Christ in this aspect at all,
the other idea follows as it is followed in history. We
must either leave Christ out of Christmas, or Christmas
out of Christ, or we must admit, if only as we admit
it in an old picture, that those holy heads are too near
together for the haloes not to mingle and cross.

C
Catholicism
The first fallacy about the Catholic Church is the idea
that it is a church. I mean that it is a church in the sense
in which the Nonconformist [a Protestant dissenter
from the Church of England] newspapers talk about
The Churches. I do not intend any expression of contempt about The Churches; nor is it an expression of
contempt to say that it would be more convenient to
call them the sects. This is true in a much deeper and
more sympathetic sense than may at first appear; but
to begin with, it is certainly true in a perfectly plain
and historical sense, which has nothing to do with
sympathy at all. Thus, for instance, I have much more
sympathy for small nationalities than I have for small
sects. But it is simply a historical fact that the Roman
Empire was the Empire and that it was not a small
nationality. And it is simply a historical fact that the
Roman Church is the Church and is not a sect. Nor
is there anything narrow or unreasonable in saying
that the Church is the Church. It may be a good thing
that the Roman Empire broke up into nations; but it
certainly was not one of the nations into which it broke
up. And even a person who thinks it fortunate that
the Church broke up into sects ought to be able to distinguish between the little things he likes and the big
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thing he has broken. As a matter of fact, in the case of
things so large, so unique and so creative of the culture
about them as were the Roman Empire and the Roman
Church, it is not controversial but simply correct to
confine the one word to the one example.
Everybody who originally used the word “Empire”
used it of that Empire; everybody who used the word
“Ecclesia” used it of that Ecclesia. There may have been
similar things in other places, but they could not be
called by the same name for the simple reason that they
were not named in the same language. We know what
we mean by a Roman Emperor; we can if we like talk
of a Chinese Emperor, just as we can if we like take a
particular sort of a Mandarin and say he is equivalent
to a Marquis. But we never can be certain that he is
exactly equivalent; for the thing we are thinking about
is peculiar to our own history and in that sense stands
alone. Now in that, if in no other sense, the Catholic
Church stands alone. It does not merely belong to a
class of Christian churches. It does not merely belong
to a class of human religions. Considered quite coldly
and impartially, as by a man from the moon, it is much
more sui generis [Latin, “in a class by itself”] than that.
It is, if the critic chooses to think so, the ruin of an
attempt at a Universal Religion which was bound to
fail. But calling the wreckers to break up a ship does
not turn the ship into one of its own timbers; and cutting Poland up into three pieces does not make Poland
the same as Posen [a West Prussian province created
by the German Weimar Republic].
But in a much more profound and philosophical
sense this notion that the Church is one of the sects is
the great fallacy of the whole affair. It is a matter more
psychological and more difficult to describe. But it is
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perhaps the most sensational of the silent upheavals
or reversals in the mind that constitute the revolution
called conversion. Every man conceives himself as
moving about in a cosmos of some kind; and the man
of the days of my youth walked about in a kind of vast
and airy Crystal Palace in which there were exhibits set
side by side. The cosmos, being made of glass and iron,
was partly transparent and partly colorless; anyhow,
there was something negative about it; arching over
all our heads, a roof as remote as a sky, it seemed to
be impartial and impersonal. Our attention was fixed
on the exhibits, which were all carefully ticketed and
arranged in rows; for it was the age of science. Here
stood all the religions in a row—the churches or sects
or whatever we called them; and towards the end of
the row there was a particularly dingy and dismal one,
with a pointed roof half fallen in and pointed windows
most broken with stones by passers-by; and we were
told that this particular exhibit was the Roman Catholic
Church. Some of us were sorry for it and even fancied
it had been rather badly used; most of us regarded it
as dirty and disreputable; a few of us even pointed out
that many details in the ruin were artistically beautiful or architecturally important. But most people preferred to deal at other and more business-like booths;
at the Quaker shop of Peace and Plenty or the Salvation
Army store where the showman beats the big drum
outside. Now conversion consists very largely, on its
intellectual side, in the discovery that all that picture
of equal creeds inside an indifferent cosmos is quite
false. It is not a question of comparing the merits and
defects of the Quaker meeting-house set beside the
Catholic cathedral. It is the Quaker meeting-house
that is inside the Catholic cathedral; it is the Catholic
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cathedral that covers everything like the vault of the
Crystal Palace; and it is when we look up at the vast
distant dome covering all the exhibits that we trace
the Gothic roof and the pointed windows. In other
words, Quakerism is but a temporary form of Quietism
which has arisen technically outside the Church as the
Quietism of Fenelon appeared technically inside the
Church. But both were in themselves temporary and
would have, like Fenelon [François Fénelon, 1651–1715,
French archbishop who was once caught up in a Quietist controversy], sooner or later to return to the Church
in order to live. The principle of life in all these variations of Protestantism, in so far as it is not a principle
of death, consists of what remained in them of Catholic Christendom; and to Catholic Christendom they
have always returned to be recharged with vitality. I
know that this will sound like a statement to be challenged; but it is true. The return of Catholic ideas to
the separated parts of Christendom was often indeed
indirect. But though the influence came through many,
centrist it always came from one. It came through the
Romantic Movement, a glimpse of the mere picturesqueness of medievalism; but it is something more
than an accident that Romances, like Romance languages, are named after Rome. . . . Or it came from the
Pre-Raphaelites or the opening of continental art and
culture by Matthew Arnold and Morris and Ruskin
and the rest [nineteenth-century writers and artists].
But examine the actual make-up of the mind of a good
Quaker or Congregational minister at this moment,
and compare it with the mind of such a dissenter in the
Little Bethel before such culture came. And you will
see how much of his health and happiness he owes to
Ruskin and what Ruskin owed to Giotto; to Morris and

